The Most Comprehensive Global Legal Summaries

OUTCOMES

RISK
Effectively address emerging business issues with straightforward summary legal advice.

EFFICIENCY
Directly address global requirements and compare privacy requirements across multiple jurisdictions without reading the full text of the law.

ACCOUNTABILITY
Quickly understand notice requirements, internal policy obligations, audit expectations, consent rules, etc.

INFORMED DECISIONS
Make informed decisions quickly with succinct legal summaries.

EFFECTIVE LAW ANALYSIS
Effectively analyze the World’s privacy requirements using simple structured summaries and comparative analysis from Morrison and Foerster, global privacy lawyers.

COMPLIANCE
Empower non-privacy professionals, including corporate employees, and regional units to understand privacy compliance obligations.
KEY FEATURES

- **Summaries** of Privacy Laws
- In-Depth **Expert Opinions**
- Analysis of Privacy Laws & Regulation Provided by a **Global Law Firm**: Morrison and Foerster
- **Global Coverage**
- **Customizable Coverage**
- **Powerful Reporting for Hundreds of Laws**

LEARN HOW TRUSTARC CAN HELP YOU QUICKLY UNDERSTAND LEGAL OBLIGATIONS ACROSS JURISDICTIONS

REQUEST A DEMO
nymity@trustarc.com
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